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• Rhetorical questions (RQs) = addressee-oriented 
though (nearly) unanimously seen as non-requests. 
=> RQs = questions that do not seek information. –> 
Do not expect any answer, but can optionally be 
answered (see e.g. Biezma & Rawlins, 2017). 

•When RQs = answered, answer = expected to show 
some sort of agreement + can be given by addressee 
or utterer => RQs rely on common ground (Sadock, 
1971). 

(1)You should always help your parents if they 
need your help. After all, who raised you? They 
did. (adapted from Caponigro & Sprouse, 2007) 

• Sometimes, RQs = used as an answer to an info-
seeking question (ISQ). 

(2)ISQ: Nice to hear you are a gesture researcher. 
Do you know ISGS? 
RQ: Is the Pope Catholic? 

•When RQs contain a negative polarity item (e.g. lift a 
finger or budge an inch) = have the particularity to 
‘expect’ a negative answer (e.g. no, nobody, nothing). 

(3)And who lifted a finger to help you? 

• So, an answer can be given, but it has to meet the 
speaker’s expectation: some sort of agreement + 
sometimes negative answer.

1. Background
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1. Background



1.CAN RQS ALSO BE ANSWERED WITH AN ANSWER OTHER THAN THE 

‘EXPECTED’ ONE? 

2.EVEN THOUGH AN ANSWER IS NOT OBLIGATORY, DO RQS EXPECT A 

RESPONSE?
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2. Research questions



• RQs can be answered with an answer different than the ‘expected’ one. Consider the 
following made-up examples: 

(4)Blake: They’ve had a really hard time lately. After all, who helped them when 
they were ill? 
Jessie: Actually, I did! 

(5)Leslie: They’re selfish. Did they lift a finger to help Alex? 
Morgan: I don’t know (if they lifted a finger to help Alex). 

• Based on the literature: (4) = unexpected => not what the utterer thought she would 
hear + (5) = unacceptable => RQs rely on common ground.

Hypothesis 1
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3. Hypotheses



• When no answer is given, a response is sometimes excepted. –> RQs 
need some approval or some sort of response, intuitively more so than 
plain assertions. 

• RQs are at least followed with some body movement (e.g. hand or 
facial gestures) on the addressee’s part. => Show acquiescence or 
disagreement, signal understanding, confirm successful uptake,...

Hypothesis 2
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• Type of study: Questionnaire study conducted at the University of Warwick. 

• Participants: 20 adults (aged 19-64; mean = 30,5). –> All (near-)native/
fluent English speakers recruited via SONA and word of mouth recruitment. 

• Materials: Participants were asked to fill in a short questionnaire using the 
Qualtrics survey system. 

• Procedure: Participants were asked to rate the acceptability of the answers 
provided to 15 RQs (5 sets of 3 identical questions followed with 3 different 
answers).

Methods
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4. Study 1



• Design:
Independent variable: answer type (3 levels). 

RQ: “Oh but you could join us. After all, what are you doing 
tomorrow?”

Expected answer: 
“Nothing. You’re 

right!”

Unexpected answer: 
“Well, I have a paper 

to finish.”

Unacceptable answer: 
“I don’t know (what I 
am doing tomorrow).” 

Dependent variable: 
appropriateness 

rating. 

The answer is 
appropriate.

(1) Strongly disagree
(2) Disagree

(3) Neither agree nor 
disagree
(4) Agree

(5) Strongly agree
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• We did two things: 

‣ We compared the score between the conditions + tested whether the scores 
for these three conditions differ from each other. 

‣ We tested if the condition ‘unacceptable answer’ is higher than 3. 

• The results indicate that: 

‣ ‘Expected answer’ and ‘unacceptable answer’ both have lower scores than 
‘unexpected answer’. 

‣ ’Unacceptable answer’ is higher than 3 –> = 3,5.

Analysis and results
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Figure 1. Mean appropriateness rating for three types of answers to an RQ. A higher score indicates a higher appropriateness.
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• Contrary to what the literature suggests, this study found that: 

‣ Unexpected answers feel more appropriate than expected ones. 

‣ Unacceptable answers feel appropriate and almost as good as 
expected answers.

Discussion
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• Type of study: Video corpus analysis. 

• Procedure: 

‣ We gathered examples of RQs produced in TV series: A Discovery of 
Witches, Being Human (US), Charmed (2018), Legacies, Lucifer, Once Upon a 
Time, Outlander, Poldark, The Handmaid’s Tale, and The Order. 

‣ We classified all examples according to response type: no response, subtle 
nonverbal reaction, gesture, action, verbal response, answer. 

‣ We focussed on subtle nonverbal reaction, gesture, and action.

Methods
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5. Study 2



• 35 audiovisual examples of RQs gathered –> 20 = followed with subtle nonverbal 
reactions (5), gestures (9), or actions (6). 

• Examples of subtle nonverbal reaction, gesture, and action: 

‣ Video 1 = a criticism. When RQs = a criticism or as a way of showing that a 
question was foolish –> often followed with a subtle nonverbal reaction. 

‣ Video 2 = an innuendo. When RQs = an innuendo or irony –> often followed with 
(facial) gestures (e.g. smile or frown). 

‣ Video 3 = an indirect order. When RQs = an indirect order (e.g. Shouldn’t you 
be...? or Why don’t you do...?) –> always followed with an action.

Analysis and results
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- Celeste: Sacrifice is part of the job description. 

- Macy: That the same job you walked away from when it got too tough? 

- Celeste: [CLOSES HER MOUTH AND SLIGHTLY MOVES HER HEAD BACKWARDS] 

Video 1. Example of a subtle nonverbal reaction used as a reply to an RQ. (Charmed (2018) - S02E15: 13’13’’)
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- Josie: And I really do want to come here. If I can sit at your table. 

- Finch: That a metaphor or something? 

- Josie: Hmm, what do you think? 

- Finch: [SMILES]

Video 2. Example of a gesture used as a reply to an RQ. (Legacies - S03E05: 32’12’’)
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- Fanny: Can he be healed? 

- Mr Beardsley: [moans] 

- Jamie: Should ye not be looking for the indenture papers? 

- Fanny: [TURNS AROUND AND LEAVES THE ROOM]

Video 3. Example of an action used as a reply to an RQ. (Outlander - S05E03: 37’44’’)
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• It seems RQs can be followed with: 

‣ A subtle nonverbal reaction as a way of showing 
acknowledgement. –> Addressee acknowledges the utterer’s 
evaluation of his previous comment or question. 

‣ A gesture to show complicity. 

‣ An action to show compliance.

Discussion
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• RQS CAN BE FOLLOWED WITH UNEXPECTED (VERBAL) ANSWERS OR 

WITH RESPONSES IN THE FORM OF SUBTLE NONVERBAL REACTIONS, 
GESTURES, OR ACTIONS THAT ARE SOMETIMES EXPECTED.
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6. Conclusion
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